VEHICLE LOT
MANAGEMENT
At CoreKinect we believe that
things should be simple so
customers can apply connected
technologies to make their lives
easier.

OUR RF EXPERTISE
01 Cellular
Experts in a variety of cellular
communication technologies,
including: LTE, Cat M1, NB-IoT, GSM

02 LoRa
With over 50 years of combined design and
manufacturing experience, we never compromise
on quality with our US based and US made
solutions.

Industry leaders with the largest
deployment in North American
history of LoRa sensors

CoreKinect is proud to present a simple and
effective Vehicle Lot Management solution that is
plug and play.

Our near range expertise has
enabled lot managers
ease-of-use and provisioning

Effective lot management comes from having the
right vehicle in the right place at the right time.
Vehicle inventories are in constant motion on lots
everywhere which makes having the vehicles where
you need them very challenging. Many of today’s
solutions are manual or have significant battery and
operational limitations.
To overcome coverage and cost barriers, CoreKinect
employed its proprietary hardware architecture to
create an effective solution which minimized
human interface and costs - proving true ROI for
our customers.
CoreKinect has world class electrical, software,
firmware, hardware, RF and mechanical engineers
all with real world design and manufacturing
backgrounds. We get it right the first time.

03 Bluetooth

04 WiFi
RF experience designing and
deploying IoT solutions with
2.4 GHz WiFi connectivity

05 Zigbee
Our engineering ĂÉµèʀhaý a high
degree of proficiency when it
comes to developing solutions with
Zigbee

06 Frequency-Shift Keying
As a low cost and low power
solution with FSK provides
connectivity within the 915 MHz ISM
band

FO R WA R D FA ST E R

SIMPLIFIED DEPLOYMENTS
CoreKinect’s vehicle lot management system uses a LoRa-based network installed on premise,
utilizing the industry’s most effective and rugged gateways. Providing lot managers with the ability to
find a vehicle with 3 meters of accuracy without the need for truck rolls or other manual input.
There is little to no monthly recurring cost per vehicle, providing for exceptional ROI.
Depending on use cases and frequency update intervals, CoreKinect lot management system has a
battery life of up to 10 years, minimizing long-term capital costs or human costs to replace or
recharge the battery. The device also provides for a long term storage scheme easily activated via
network commands and activated via a simple magnet.
These devices communicate via LoRa gateways, back-hauled through an ethernet connection or
cellular system (included) for true plug and play network.

Weather Resistant Case (IP68)

At CoreKinect we do many things differently – however
two principles we follow stand out above all others.
First, CoreKinect uses functional unit blocks (FUB’s).
These FUB’s are designed to be plugged into new
hardware designs to speed the development of
products, effectively reusing parts and designs that are
already tried and tested. This ultimately reduces time to
market and greatly diminishes the potential for product
failures.
Second, we design for manufacture (DFM) with scale in
mind. With our manufacturing expertise we understand
the challenges faced by manufacturing lines when
designs aren’t created with their processes in mind.
This upfront focus on manufacturability and reuse of
common components leads to significant cost savings
across the entire value chain. 100% of CoreKinect
products are made in the USA for fast delivery, without
the worry of oversees shipments and potential delays.

DELIVERABLES

What does this mean to your company? Your devices
will arrive on schedule and will work as expected upon
arrival, without hidden costs and delays, ultimately
simplifying budgeting of resources. Let CoreKinect
unleash the promise of IoT for you!

SPECIFICATIONS

DIFFERENT BY DESIGN

Rugged Design
Extended Temperature Range (-30C
to +70C)
Accelerometer to Detect Vehicle
Movement
7-10 Year Battery
Highly Accurate Swiss made GPS
Chipset (3 Meters)
API for Simplified Data Integration

CORE INeCT
Through fierce dedication to design
principles, CoreKinect’s clients achieve
scale without compromising quality or
customization. This delivers an
accelerated time-to-scale, simplified
deployments and uncompromised
quality regardless of the industry
segment.

CON TACT US

Lowest TCO in the Industry
Fully Vetted Network infrastructure
100% Made in the USA
Flexible Volume Manufacturing

602 321 3250
2800 S. Rural Rd. Ste 103
Tempe, AZ 85282
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